
The new season will expand the system of benefits and special 
prices offered by the Museum-Reserve Peterhof travel agencies 
partners.

Administration of the State Museum "Peterhof" unveiled plans for 
cooperation with the tourism business for the next season,        
providing a range of benefits for companies - According to our 
correspondent in St Petersburg.

Official statement from the leadership of one of the largest 
museum complex was a response to the meeting which is held in 
conjunction with the Commission on inbound tourism PCT. What is 

going to please museum workers?

Agreed campaign, which will continue the practice of providing travel agencies special prices (discounts can reach 20%), 
will start in November this year. However, the size of the discount will depend on the number of tourists, attracted by each 
of the tour operators in the season of 2010. In the coming season Peterhof retain all existing benefits for the right of free 
access to the palaces and parks, and, furthermore, abolish fees for accompanying the group. Another good news - for the 
new season for tourists will be issued free schematic map of the museum-reserve, and especially visit the sites (the 
Grand Palace), will bring into operation a system of "Radiogid" (without raising the base price specified in the contract). 
But the price to attend "Peterhof" for Russians and foreigners, despite the suggestions of representatives of tourist    
industry, will remain different.

Bursting changes in the activities of the museum. Holiday closure of fountains, a multimedia light show "Fontaniana", this 
year will be the first time in two days (17 and 18 September). According to the organizers, with the Grand Cascade will 
become a stage, and the facade of the Grand Palace - a huge screen. Spectators will see the light ballet "Bolero of fire to 
the music of Maurice Ravel, and a fantastic performance with unique special effects, laser projections and reviving the 
picturesque scenes. Tickets for the festival will be 500 rubles for adults and 300 rubles for students.

In 2011 the fountains of Peterhof to open a week earlier (May 1), but the prices are high season will be introduced only 
with the 9 th. Next year, the festival will also open the fountains a week earlier so as not to coincide with the celebration of 
St. Petersburg. In addition, for groups expected to organize a mass spring holiday Pancake Day in the Park "Alexandria", 
and in the course of the season will be open to the Imperial Telegraph and a number of tourist sites Oranienbaum.
Peterhof is still among the leaders of demand: in August 2010 Webcam Museum came into the list of top 10 online    
EarthCam. Of the hundreds of registered members of the council chambers of its creators have chosen the best quality 
image and unique content.
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